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ABSTRACT

We present the first detailed analyses of the preserved hair of a cave lion (Panthera spelaea Goldfuss, 1810). The hair was found in association with a skeleton that was recovered recently from perennially frozen Pleistocene sediments in the lower reaches of the Malyi Anyui River (Chukotka, Russia). We extract mitochondrial DNA from the hair to confirm its taxonomic identity, and perform detailed morphological analyses of the color and structure of the hair using light optical microscopy and SEM. In addition, we compare the cave lion hair to hair taken from the back and mane of an African lion. We find that cave lion hair is similar but not identical to that of the present-day lion. In addition to slightly different coloration, cave lions had a very thick and dense undercoat comprising closed and compressed wavy downy hair with a medulla. In addition, while the microstructures of the medulla and cortex of cave lion hair are similar in extinct and living lions, the cuticular scales of cave lion hair are higher than those in living lions, suggesting that cave lion hair is stronger and more robust than that of living lions. We hypothesize that the differences between cave lion hair and present-day lion hair may be due to adaptations of cave lions to the harsh climatic and environmental conditions of the Pleistocene Ice Ages.

1. Introduction

The cave lion Panthera spelaea Goldfuss, 1810, is among the most iconic representatives of the Ice Age megafauna. During the Pleistocene, the cave lion range extended from Western Europe into North America, and fossils are found throughout this distribution. Studies of these fossils and of depictions of cave lions in Paleolithic art have provided considerable insights into the cave lion’s diet and appearance, and recent genetic analysis confirmed their evolutionary affinity with present-day large cats (Vereshchagin, 1971; Kurten, 1985; Turner, 1997; Baryshnikov and Boeskorov, 2001; Sotnikova and Nikolsky, 2006; Diedrich, 2008, 2011; Barnett et al., 2009; Wheeler et al., 2009; Bocherens et al., 2011; Diedrich and Rathgeber, 2011). However, until recently, mummified remains of cave lions had never been recovered, and little was known coloration or other attributes that can be learned only from the study of preserved hair and soft tissues.

In Russia, remains of cave lions are geographically widespread but rare. In 2008, a resident of a settlement on the Malyi Anyui River, Western Chukotka (Fig. 1A), discovered an incomplete skeleton of a cave lion preserved in perennially frozen Pleistocene sediments (Kirillova et al., 2015). A distinctive feature of this discovery was the presence of keratin derivatives of the skin — a claw sheath and hair (Kirillova et al., 2015). While identification of the claw was not in doubt, this was the first discovery of preserved cave lion hair and, owing to a lack of comparative data, it was not possible to confirm the taxonomic identity of the hair.

At the time of discovery of the Malyi Anyui cave lion, descriptions of cave lion hair were known only from Paleolithic Art. Based on these cave drawings (Fig. 1B), cave lions probably had
monochromatic yellow-brown fur, no mane, and a tail that ended with a brush of hair at the tip, similarly to present-day African lions (*P. leo leo* Linnaeus, 1758) (Arduini and Teruzzi, 1993; Packer and Clottes, 2000; Nagel et al., 2003; Yamaguchi et al., 2004). Previous work to characterize the hair of present-day lions was performed by Chakraborty et al. (1996), who provided a description of color and configuration, morphological metric data, and microstructure (using light optical microscopy) of guard hairs in the back of Asiatic lion (*P. leo persica* A.B. Meyer, 1826) (Chakraborty et al., 1996), and by Chernova et al. (2011), who presented photomicrographs of the main layers of African lion hair. Here, we confirm the taxonomic identity of the newly discovered cave lion hair using a comparative mitochondrial DNA analysis and assess diet using isotopic analysis. We also use scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) to characterize the degree of similarity between hair from a cave lion and a present-day African lion. We identify several differences between the two lions that we hypothesize arose as a consequence of adaptations of cave lions in their Ice Age environment.

2. Material

We discovered several compact wads of hair among a variety of fossil remains (67 items) 14 km upstream of Anusik (68.18° N, 161.44° E) in a steep riverbank (Fig. 1A) below water level. This discovery was noted previously (Kirillova et al., 2015), but has not yet been thoroughly described.

The hair samples recovered from the site were of yellowish and matted fur that formed loose wads mostly comprised of thin, wavy, downy hair of the undercoat and longer, thicker, and tougher guide hair of the overhair (Fig. 2A and B, the box). For detailed analyses, we selected a wad of hair with a diameter of around 7 cm, and a weight of approximately 5 g (collection number F-2678/70). This and remaining material is stored in the Ice Age Museum.
from the mane and back of a 10-year-old adult male African lion, Miron, from the Moscow Zoo, which was provided to us by Moscow Zoo superintendents. These 40 strands represented two orders of guard hair from the mane and four orders of guard hair and two orders of downy hair from the back of the African lion.

3. Methods

3.1. Ancient DNA extraction and sequencing

For two small subsections of cave lion hair, we performed DNA extraction and library preparation using standard protocols for ancient DNA extraction and sequencing (Shapiro and Hofreiter, 2012) in a dedicated sterile facility at UC Santa Cruz. Briefly, we extracted DNA using the protocol described by Dabney et al. (2013), with the modifications suggested by Campos and Gilbert (2012). We then prepared an Illumina DNA sequencing library following Meyer and Kircher (2010), where the libraries were cleaned between each step using Sera-Mag SPRI SpeedBeads (Thermo-Scientific) in 18% PEG-8000. We sequenced the resulting libraries using a MiSeq Illumina sequencer with v3 kits, and processed the resulting sequencing data by removing adapters and merging reads including a minimum overlap of ten base-pairs between forward and reverse reads using SeqPrep (http://github.com/jstjohn/SeqPrep). We mapped the merged reads against the \textit{P. leo} mitochondrial genome (GenBank accession NC_018053.1) using MIA (http://github.com/udo-stenzel/mapping-iterative-assembler). We aligned the assembled regions against known \textit{P. leo} sequences for the mitochondrial genes ATP synthase protein 8 (ATP8) and Cytochrome B (CYTB), which we downloaded from GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).

3.2. Radiocarbon age determination and isotopic study

We analysed the isotopic composition of hair and claw samples at the Joint Usage Centre at the Institute of Ecology and Evolution RAS, Moscow. Aliquots were cleaned by degreasing with alcohol
following by a thorough wash with distilled water, after which they were allowed to air dry. We performed measurements of keratin composition on a Thermo-Finnigan Delta V Plus continuous flow IRMS coupled with an elemental analyzer (Thermo Flash 1112), as described elsewhere (Kirillova et al., 2015). Radiocarbon AMS dating was performed at the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO). There, samples OZQ291 (claw) and OZQ292 (wool/hair) were treated following the O’Connell and Hedges (1999) protocol to remove possible contamination. The samples were subjected to ultra-sonication first in deionized water, then twice in a mixture of methanol and chloroform, and finally three times in deionized water. The samples were then treated with 2 M HCl at room temperature for 2 h to remove any carbonate contamination, rinsed with deionized water and freeze-dried. A subsample of claw material (hair was not used for this step due to the limited amount of sample available) was analysed for C:N ratio and stable isotopes on an EA Elementar-Vario Micro coupled to a isotope IRMS. Results were normalised to Acetanilide (N % = 10.36). A commercially certified reference standard from Elemental Microanalysis Ltd. (High Organic Sediment Standard OAS, No. B2151), with N = 0.50%, was processed along with the claw sample as a standard. For radiocarbon dating, both claw and hair samples were turned into graphite following Hua et al. (2001). Graphite targets were analysed for radiocarbon using the STAR AMS 2 MV Tandetron (Fink et al., 2004). Graphite that was left over after AMS measurements was used for δ13C determination on an isotope IRMS, as required for radiocarbon isotopic fractionation correction.

### 3.3. Light optical microscopy and morphological analyses

Using a binocular microscope, we divided both the ancient hair and that of the living lion into different categories, based on the thickness and configuration of the hair shafts. We identified two main categories of hairs, guard hairs and downy hairs, and further subdivided these into several orders within each category. We measured the shaft and medullar thickness of each hair under an Amplival light microscope (VEB Carl Zeiss, Jena), a Leica DMLS microscope with a digital video camera (Germany) using a ×10 eyepiece and ×10, ×40, and ×63 lenses, and a motorized Keyence Biorevo BZ-9000 microscope (Japan). The largest of the guard hairs were studied under JSM 840A (Japan) and TESCAN (Czech Republic) scanning electron microscopes (SEM). To prepare the samples for SEM, each strand of hair was washed and degreased with shampoo and then washed in distilled water, and then dehydrated in ethanol of increasing concentration. We obtained longitudinal and transversal (cross) sections using a sharp razor blade, and fixed each section on stubs with clear nail polish. We coated the samples in an Edwards S–150 A (UK) gold sputter, and then viewed and photographed them in the accelerating voltage of 15 kV.

We made electronic graphs from longitudinal and cross-sections of the base and the mid-length of the hair shafts, and from the cuticle surface along the shaft from the base to the mid-length of shaft and to the top at magnifications ×200, ×300, ×450, ×600, ×700, ×800. Because many of the preserved strands of hair that were recovered were broken toward the tip, we focus our morphological analysis on the lower two thirds of the hair, from the base to the mid-shaft. We then made photomicrographs representing these same components of the hair: the cross sections of a single hair; the mid-length of the shaft of amplified hair; medulla and cortex in a cross section of a hair; and prints of the cuticle ornament. In addition, we studied the hair ‘disks’, which are specific keratinous compartments of medulla that appear as the medulla breaks up under the alkaline thermal hydrolysis (Kisin, 2001). To create these disks, we performed thermal chemical hydrolysis: we placed the hair fragments in a 10–15% solution of NaOH and maintained them at a temperature of 50–90 °C for maceration; in some cases, further maceration led to the disintegration of the discs on groups of keratinous ‘cells’. Using standard methods for SEM (Sokolov et al., 1988), we produced images of cross-sections of different parts of the hair shaft, medulla and cortex on the transversal and longitudinal sections of a hair. These images provide details of the configuration of the hair shaft (based on its width), the peculiarities of cortex pigmentation, the topology and degree of development of the medulla, and the microstructure of the hair.

### 4. Results

#### 4.1. Genetic identification

Of the two samples processed for preserved DNA, only one provided sufficient quantities of DNA for analysis. For this sample (AE068), we performed taxonomic identification by assembling two mitochondrial loci, ATP8 and CYTB, as these had been isolated previously from cave lions. For ATP8, AE068 was identical to cave lions belonging to Haplogroup I as described in Ersmark et al. (2015), which includes Siberian and European specimens ranging in age from 37 to 62 kyrs (Ersmark et al., 2015). Because CYTB is known to be more variable among felids, following mapping, we created an alignment of CYTB sequences that included other members of the *Panthera* genus plus *Felis catus* (Table 1) using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004).

We inspected the alignment visually in SeaView v.4.5.4 (Gouy et al., 2010) and constructed a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree using PhyML 3.0 as implemented in SeqView v.4.5.4 (Guindon et al., 2010). We used a HKY + G model, as suggested by jModelTest v.2.1.4 (Darriba et al., 2012), with 500 bootstrap replicates. The
4.3. Morphological and comparative analyses of lion hair

4.3.1. Differentiation, coloration, configuration and size

We subdivided the hairs into two major categories: guard hair (GH, I–IV orders) and downy hair (DH, I–II orders), based on the maximum length, thickness, and configuration of the shaft. Many GH were preserved with broken tips; for these, we used only profile and maximum thickness to designate their order (Table 4). Color of GH varies from yellowish to dark-brown, without a black tip. DH are yellowish or whitish, long (up to 30 mm) than GH I–III, but all other features are similar. The C:N ratio of the preserved keratin lies within the normal range, indicating that the preservation of the material was acceptable for dating. The keratin, as expected (O’Connell et al., 2001), exhibited a slightly higher C:N ratio than the collagen from the associated bones (Kirillova et al., 2015) (Table 2).

The AMS radiocarbon dates generated from the hair provided a significantly younger age than that for the associated skeleton (Table 3). Previously, radiocarbon dates for both a rib and the horny sheath of a foot (Kirillova et al., 2015) exhibited a slightly higher C:N ratio than the collagen from the associated bones (Kirillova et al., 2015). The carbon stable isotope ratios of the graphite targets showed little fractionation in processing, and agreed well with bulk samples measurements. The AMS radiocarbon dates generated from the hair provided a significantly younger age than that for the associated skeleton (Table 3). The C:N ratio of the preserved keratin lies within the normal range, indicating that the preservation of the material was acceptable for dating. The keratin, as expected (O’Connell et al., 2001), exhibited a slightly higher C:N ratio than the collagen from the associated bones (Kirillova et al., 2015). The carbon stable isotope ratios of the graphite targets showed little fractionation in processing, and agreed well with bulk samples measurements.

The AMS radiocarbon dates generated from the hair provided a significantly younger age than that for the associated skeleton (Table 3). The C:N ratio of the preserved keratin lies within the normal range, indicating that the preservation of the material was acceptable for dating. The keratin, as expected (O’Connell et al., 2001), exhibited a slightly higher C:N ratio than the collagen from the associated bones (Kirillova et al., 2015). The carbon stable isotope ratios of the graphite targets showed little fractionation in processing, and agreed well with bulk samples measurements.

Table 4
Some morphological features cave lion, Panthera spelaea, and African lion, P. leo leo, hair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species/subspecies, sample</th>
<th>Category, order</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Shaft configuration</th>
<th>Length, mm, min–max, n = 5</th>
<th>Width, μm, min–max, n = 5</th>
<th>Medulla topography</th>
<th>Medulla width, % of shaft width, min–max, n = 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panthera spelaea, topography of the sample is unknown</td>
<td>Guard hair (GH) 1</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Straight, cylindrical, without local thickening (‘granna’)</td>
<td>Fragments, 45–50</td>
<td>180–200</td>
<td>In the median part of the shaft</td>
<td>75–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GH II</td>
<td>Dark-brown</td>
<td>The same as the above cell, and with a slight ring in the lower third of shaft</td>
<td>Fragments, 79–90</td>
<td>60–70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GH III</td>
<td>Lower part of a shaft is dark-brown, upper part is light-yellow</td>
<td>Weakly waved</td>
<td>Hereinafter:</td>
<td>57–68</td>
<td>Moved in the direction of a lesser curvature of the shaft wave</td>
<td>55–50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GH IV</td>
<td>Downy hair (DH) I</td>
<td>Light-yellow, whitish</td>
<td>Waved</td>
<td>50–55</td>
<td>43–45</td>
<td>40–45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30–35</td>
<td>23–45</td>
<td>25–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GH II</td>
<td>In the median part of the shaft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29–35</td>
<td>17–23</td>
<td>23–25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GH I</td>
<td>Black, dark-brown, with narrow yellow ring on the upper part of a hair, and with a black tip</td>
<td>Straight, cylindrical, a bit flattened, without a granna, and waved in a shaft base</td>
<td>150–157</td>
<td>113–124</td>
<td>In the median part of the shaft</td>
<td>60–66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GH II</td>
<td>The same as the above cell, and with wide yellow ring</td>
<td>Straight, cylindrical, with a slight thickness in light ring part of the shaft and black tip</td>
<td>54–56</td>
<td>79–85</td>
<td>59–60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GH I</td>
<td>The same as the above cell, and with narrow yellow ring around the median part of the shaft and whitish ring, and with a black tip</td>
<td>Straight, cylindrical, with a slight thickness in light ring</td>
<td>33–35</td>
<td>96–113</td>
<td>70–80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GH II</td>
<td>Light-yellow, whitish ring, and without black tip</td>
<td>29–30</td>
<td>79–113</td>
<td>59–60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GH III</td>
<td>27–28</td>
<td>68–90</td>
<td>48–50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GH IV</td>
<td>23–25</td>
<td>32–34</td>
<td>43–45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DH II</td>
<td>Whitish</td>
<td>3.2–3.5</td>
<td>23–28</td>
<td>28–30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3–3.1</td>
<td>11–17</td>
<td>Fragmental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

resulting tree show strong statistical support for AE068 within the clade that includes previously published P. leo spelaea sequences (Fig. 3).

4.2. Isotopic study and AMS radiocarbon dating

Stable isotope results for the hair and claw sheath show good agreement both with each other and with previous determinations for bones (Kirillova et al., 2015) (Table 2). The δ15N isotope signature indicates that the fur and claw belonged to a predator with a largely carnivorous diet.

The C:N ratio of the preserved keratin lies within the normal range, indicating that the preservation of the material was acceptable for dating. The keratin, as expected (O’Connell et al., 2001), exhibited a slightly higher C:N ratio than the collagen from the associated bones (Kirillova et al., 2015). The carbon stable isotope ratios of the graphite targets showed little fractionation in processing, and agreed well with bulk samples measurements.

The AMS radiocarbon dates generated from the hair provided a significantly younger age than that for the associated skeleton (Table 3). Previously, radiocarbon dates for both a rib and the horn of the cave lion were shown to be beyond the limits of this method (>61,000 years; Kirillova et al., 2015). Radiocarbon dating analysis of the fur, however, provided an uncalibrated 14C age of 28,690 ± 130 years. While these results complicate the attribution of the fur to the skeleton, we note that, given the well-developed medulla in the cave lion hair, there is a chance that the standard protocol to clean the hair was unable to completely remove contaminants that may have been trapped within the medullar cavities. Such contamination may explain the difference in the recovered radiocarbon dates. Future work, potentially including the application of a modified ABA treatment that may avoid complete dissolution of the hair sample (Richardson et al., 2011), will be necessary to resolve this inconsistency in dating.
reaches 45 μm, but between waves they are not more than 23 μm thick. The medulla is shifted in the direction of a lesser curvature of the wave and takes up to 30% of the thickness of the shaft.

DH II are up to 23 μm thick, with a medulla that is shifted in the direction of the smaller curvature of the wave, where it is either fragmented or takes up to 25% of the thickness of the shaft (Table 4).

4.3.1.2. The African lion. In our analysis of the African lion mane we identified GH I and II of similar configuration but different in length and thickness of the shaft than in the cave lion. African lion GH I and II are dark-brown or almost black, with more intense colors in GH I than GH II. They are banded with a yellowish ring in the upper third of the shaft; this ring is wider in GH II and becomes dark-brown at the tip of the hair. The shafts of GH I and II are right cylindrical or slightly flattened (Fig. 3J), and have a sinuous curve in the lower third. They reach 157 mm in length for GH I and 56 mm for GH II, with a maximum diameter of 124 and 85 μm, respectively. The medulla takes up to 60–66% of the thickness of the shaft (Table 4).

DH were not found in the mane sample. All categories and orders of hair were found on the back of the
African lion. All are flexible and have a straight cylindrical shaft without undulating curves. The color is similar to that of the lion’s mane but less intense. A light ring is apparent in the upper third of the shaft, and this ring is wider on GH II, where it occupies almost a third of the shaft. GH III and IV are yellowish in color and with thickened, whitish shafts in the area of the light ring. GH I and GH II are similar in width to cave lion GH I (Table 4). GH III and IV are distinguished by their smaller lengths (Table 4). In GH III and IV, the medulla is located strictly in the mid-length of the shaft and its configuration matches that of the shaft (Fig. 4D, E, F, G, H). The medulla has medium development (40–50% of the thickness of the shaft) in the mid-length of the hair, but thickens in the light ring, becoming up to 60–80% of the thickness of GH I and II.

DH are whitish without a light ring, almost not wavy, and do not exceed 17 μm in thickness. They differ from cave lion DH in the degree of medullar development, which ranges from making up 30% of the thickness of the shaft (DH I) to being highly fragmented (DH II) (Table 4). Wavy DH are absent.

4.3.2. Microstructure of the cortex

4.3.2.1. The cave lion. The cortex of all hair categories is clearly separated from the medulla by a dark band that is wider at the base of the hair (Fig. 6A, B) than in the mid-length (Fig. 6D). The cortex is dense and more strongly pigmented around the medulla, and forms a dark ring on the periphery of the hair. Small pigment granules appear in clusters, which look like short strokes stretched along the shaft (Fig. 7 C). In SEM, the laminated structure of the cortex and the longitudinal slits are visible (Fig. 7A).

4.3.2.2. The African lion. In GH I, the boundary between the cortex and the medulla is clearly visible due to a dark band (Fig. 8A, B, D). The cortical layer is unevenly pigmented, ranging from small and scattered pigment granules to large clusters concentrated mainly in the median part of the shaft (Fig. 8B, D) and stretched along and across the shaft (Fig. 8C). Peripheral portions of the shaft are weakly pigmented and the dark band is absent. As in the cave lion hair, the cortex of the African lion hair has distinct longitudinal slits (Fig. 7B, C).

4.3.3. Microstructure of the medulla

4.3.3.1. The cave lion. In the GH, the boundary between the cortex and medulla is not smooth (Figs. 4A, B, C; 6A, B, D). The medulla is destroyed in many sections of the GH and DH but, where it remains, it has a lace-like appearance in which the entire mass of the medulla contains round cavities separated by partitions with numerous short-rimmed projections. These cavities are mostly small, but one large cavity is apparent (Figs. 5F; 6C; 7A). Sometimes the partitions separating the cavities appear flattened and extend in the form of polymorphic islands. In the medulla, many up to 1 μm long stick-like pigment granules are visible; these may represent ‘spilled contents’ of the destroyed medulla, which decomposes to the keratinous ‘disks’ during the process of thermal chemical hydrolysis. These disks are small in GH, with a diameter up to 20 μm, and they have improperly round or oval shapes (Fig. 6E, F). Clusters of pigment granules are unevenly distributed in the central part of the disks, but are more orderly on the disk periphery, where they form a nearly continuous, thin belt. During

![SEM results showing microstructure of the downy hair of cave lion.](image-url)

Fig. 5. SEM results showing microstructure of the downy hair of cave lion. (A) the medulla of the mid-length of shaft in a longitudinal section; (box) photomicrograph of the shaft configuration; (B) the cuticular patterns of base of the shaft; (C) the same of the mid-length of the shaft; Cor – cortex; Cut – the cuticular scale; Med – medulla; Sl – longitudinal slit. Scale bars are: A, B, C — 10 μm; box — 5 μm.
Fig. 6. Photomicrographs showing the microstructure of cave lion guard hair in cross section (A, B, D) and longitudinal section (C). (A) base of the shaft; (B) above the base of the shaft; (C, D) mid-length of the shaft; (E, F) medullar disk macerated during earlier stages of thermo-chemical hydrolysates; (G) cells of medullar disks macerated during later thermo-chemical hydrolysates; Cell — keratinous cell; Cor — cortex; Cut — the cuticular scale; Db — the dark band between the cortex and medulla; Disc — keratinous disc; Med — medulla; Pgc — pigment granule clusters; Pig — pigment granules. Scale bars are 10 μm.

Fig. 7. SEM results showing microstructure of the cave lion guard hair (A, D) and the same of present-day African lion (B, C, E, F). (A, B, C) longitudinal sections of the hair shafts; (D, E, F) cuticular patterns on the outer surface of the hair; Cor — cortex; Med — medulla; the triangular ledges are shown by arrows. Scale bars are: A — 100 μm; B, C — 1 μm; D, E, F — 10 μm.
further maceration, disks become divided into individual ‘cells’, which are rectangular in shape but with outstretched corners in the form of horns (Fig. 6G).

4.3.3.2. The African lion. In the GH, the medulla is clearly separated from the cortical layer of the obvious pigmented band (Fig. 8A, B, D), and is delicate in structure (Figs. 4I; 7B, C; 8C). The medulla is similar to that of cave lion GH in that they contain rounded, mainly small cavities interspersed by large cavities (Fig. 4I). The walls of the cavities have short horn-like projections, and some are in a polymorphic flattened configuration. The configuration of the medullar disc is similar to that observed in cross section of the medullar canal: it is nearly round and with a dark peripheral dark ring (Fig. 8E). The disc is much bigger in African lion GH than in cave lion GH.

4.3.4. Surface ornament of the cuticle
4.3.4.1. The cave lion. The surface ornamentation (cuticular pattern) of the GH varies slightly along the shaft. In the base of the hair's cuticle is semi-ring (a scale that does not fully wrap around the shaft) and large scales with a gently curving free edge strictly strung across the shaft. The height of the scales reaches 10 mm. Higher up the shaft, the cuticle becomes rough and thick cuticle. These similar structural features may be the result of adaptation to different habitats: while the cave lion required flexible undercoat, as all classes of GH provide mechanical defense of the undercoat, as all classes of GH have thick shafts. At the same time, GH also have good heat-insulating properties, based on good development of the medulla, and excellent hardness, based on the thick dorsal cortex due to the shifting of the medulla to the ventral side of the shaft and the rough and thick cuticle. These similar structural features may be the result of adaptation to different habitats: while the cave lion required protection from the cold, the African lion requires protection from overheating. A strong mechanical structure of the coat would also have been critical to both lion species, both for defense during fighting and hunting and for protection while moving quickly among grasses and bushes.

Our morphological analyses of the cave lion hair indicated that it was very diverse in both coloration and structure, and at least as diverse as the hair of present-day lions. The cave lion is distinguished from the present-day lion in that it had a thick and dense, downy undercoat composed of closely spaced and compressed, wavy, downy hair (DH) and slightly waved guard hair (GH III-IV). This arrangement of DH and GH and the well-developed medulla, which acts as a good thermal insulator, provides a thick, warm and flexible undercoat. Previously, we described a similar structure of fur and presence of wavy hair in the dense undercoat of an ancient bison, *Bison priscus* Bojanus, 1827 (Chernova and Kirillova, 2013). It is possible that the higher amount of differentiation and greater thickness of GH and increased abundance of compressed wavy DH, which we also observe here, and the twisted nature of cave lion GH compared to stint GH in modern lion, are common adaptations to conserve the body heat among large mammals living in glacial periods.

It is likely that the GH of the cave lion and the African lion provide mechanical defense of the undercoat, as all classes of GH have thick shafts. At the same time, GH also have good heat-insulating properties, based on good development of the medulla, and excellent hardness, based on the thick dorsal cortex due to the shifting of the medulla to the ventral side of the shaft and the rough and thick cuticle. These similar structural features may be the result of adaptation to different habitats: while the cave lion required protection from the cold, the African lion requires protection from overheating. A strong mechanical structure of the coat would also have been critical to both lion species, both for defense during fighting and hunting and for protection while moving quickly among grasses and bushes.

Mitochondrial DNA analysis indicates that the hair sample studied falls within the diversity of Siberian cave lions (Ersmark et al., 2015), providing a clear taxonomic identification for the hair samples. Previous work indicated that cave lions represent a lineage that became isolated from lions living today ~600 ky B.P. (Burger et al., 2004). Since this isolation, cave lions and their living cousins were subjected to very different environments, which likely resulted in the variety of differences observed when comparing their hairs.

Cave lion hair is distinct from that of living African lions in a variety of ways. The earliest lions are believed to have been man-eaters, with the maned form appearing only within the last several hundred thousand years (Yamaguchi et al., 2004). In addition, analyses of Paleolithic art suggest that male cave lions lacked a mane (Nagel et al., 2003). While no consensus has been reached as to the function of the lion’s mane, hypotheses include heat conservation, social behavior, and protection during fighting (Kays and Patterson, 2002; Nagel et al., 2003). Males in some populations of the African lion, for example lions in Tsavo National Park in Kenya, lack a normally developed mane (Kays and Patterson, 2002). In these lion populations, a lack of mane has been associated with small pride size and the absence of strong competition between males (Kays and Patterson, 2002). Based on a lack of mitochondrial DNA diversity across the cave lion range, it is possible that cave lion communities were also small (Ersmark et al., 2013), and that this may have been associated with the lack of mane (Guthrie, 1990).

5. Discussion

Mitochondrial DNA analysis indicates that the hair sample studied falls within the diversity of Siberian cave lions (Ersmark et al., 2015), providing a clear taxonomic identification for the hair samples. Previous work indicated that cave lions represent a lineage that became isolated from lions living today ~600 ky B.P. (Burger et al., 2004). Since this isolation, cave lions and their living cousins were subjected to very different environments, which likely resulted in the variety of differences observed when comparing their hairs.

Cave lion hair is distinct from that of living African lions in a variety of ways. The earliest lions are believed to have been man-eaters, with the maned form appearing only within the last several hundred thousand years (Yamaguchi et al., 2004). In addition, analyses of Paleolithic art suggest that male cave lions lacked a mane (Nagel et al., 2003). While no consensus has been reached as to the function of the lion’s mane, hypotheses include heat conservation, social behavior, and protection during fighting (Kays and Patterson, 2002; Nagel et al., 2003). Males in some populations of the African lion, for example lions in Tsavo National Park in Kenya, lack a normally developed mane (Kays and Patterson, 2002). In these lion populations, a lack of mane has been associated with small pride size and the absence of strong competition between males (Kays and Patterson, 2002). Based on a lack of mitochondrial DNA diversity across the cave lion range, it is possible that cave lion communities were also small (Ersmark et al., 2013), and that this may have been associated with the lack of mane (Guthrie, 1990).

Our morphological analyses of the cave lion hair indicated that it was very diverse in both coloration and structure, and at least as diverse as the hair of present-day lions. The cave lion is distinguished from the present-day lion in that it had a thick and dense, downy undercoat composed of closely spaced and compressed, wavy, downy hair (DH) and slightly waved guard hair (GH III-IV). This arrangement of DH and GH and the well-developed medulla, which acts as a good thermal insulator, provides a thick, warm and flexible undercoat. Previously, we described a similar structure of fur and presence of wavy hair in the dense undercoat of an ancient bison, *Bison priscus* Bojanus, 1827 (Chernova and Kirillova, 2013). It is possible that the higher amount of differentiation and greater thickness of GH and increased abundance of compressed wavy DH, which we also observe here, and the twisted nature of cave lion GH compared to stint GH in modern lion, are common adaptations to conserve the body heat among large mammals living in glacial periods.

It is likely that the GH of the cave lion and the African lion provide mechanical defense of the undercoat, as all classes of GH have thick shafts. At the same time, GH also have good heat-insulating properties, based on good development of the medulla, and excellent hardness, based on the thick dorsal cortex due to the shifting of the medulla to the ventral side of the shaft and the rough and thick cuticle. These similar structural features may be the result of adaptation to different habitats: while the cave lion required protection from the cold, the African lion requires protection from overheating. A strong mechanical structure of the coat would also have been critical to both lion species, both for defense during fighting and hunting and for protection while moving quickly among grasses and bushes.

The morphometric features of the African lion hair studied here are not identical to those of the Asiatic lion that were reported previously (Chakraborty et al., 1996). For example, GH from the back of Asiatic lions varies in length from 17 to 48 mm and has a thickness of 70 μm (Chakraborty et al., 1996). These values are slightly smaller than those measured here (Table 4). Previous reports of the color, length and shaft configuration of Asiatic lion...
mane hair (Chakraborty et al., 1996) are similar to those reported here, except for the narrow light band that we observed in the upper portion of the shaft, which goes into a black tip. While it is possible that these differences reflect variation among the lion subspecies, it is also possible that they also reflect individual variation, as results are reported from only single individuals.

Despite the potential variation among living lion subspecies, the cave lion hairs are distinct from both of these. In cave lions, neither the GH nor DH have a narrow light band on the upper half of the shaft (the GH and DH of the present-day lion do have such band), and many African lion GH I and II have black tips. Only GH III IV of the cave lion are bicolored: the lower half of the hair is dark and the upper part is light yellowish without a dark tip. The light ring in the African lion hair and light upper half of the cave lion hair may be remnants of coloration that was present in the common ancestor. The differences in the hair coloration are probably due to different conditions of lion habitat and the resulting differential evolution of camouflage capabilities.

The microstructures of the medulla and the cuticular pattern of cave lion hair are similar to those of the present-day lion and to other representatives of the genus Panthera Oken, 1816 (see Koppiker and Sabnis, 1976; Chakraborty et al., 1996; Chernova and Tselikova, 2004). This finding indirectly confirms the taxonomic affiliation of the cave lion to the genus Panthera. However, the height of the cuticular scales differs, with higher scales in cave lion hair.

3. The coloration of cave lion hair is not similar to hair of the African lion hair, both with a well-developed medulla. The differences in the hair coloration are probably due to different conditions of lion habitat and the resulting differential evolution of camouflage capabilities.

4. The microstructures and degree of development of the medulla and the cortex, and the ornamentation of the hair cuticle are similar in cave lions and present-day lions, but the cuticular scales are higher in cave lion hair.

6. Conclusions

This first detailed analysis of preserved cave lion hair demonstrates that:

1. Cave lion hair is diverse and differentiated; we identified four orders of guard hair and two orders of downy hair, which is similar to that found in the present-day lion.

2. Unlike the present-day lion, cave lions had a very thick and dense downy undercoat, comprising dense, tightly woven, and compressed wavy downy hair and slightly wavy thinner guard hair, both with a well-developed medulla.

3. The coloration of cave lion hair is not similar to hair of the present-day lion, although there are some common features.

4. The microstructure and degree of development of the medulla and the cortex, and the ornamentation of the hair cuticle are similar in cave lions and present-day lions, but the cuticular scales are higher in cave lion hair.
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